Silver Anniversary

To Be Celebrated June 3 And 4

Dr. Williams Announces Plans; Bricker Invited

The twenty-fifth anniversary of Bowling Green State University will be celebrated on June 3 and 4, according to a release from Dr. R. H. Williams announced yesterday.

The program will begin on Saturday, June 3, with an alumni dinner. A representative of the first graduating class will speak, and Robert Long, senior assistant, will preside.

Members of the faculty who were here in the first year will be invited. They are: Dr. R. H. Williams, Dr. W. L. Brown, Dr. W. G. Davis, Prof. W. B. Witty, and Prof. K. L. Yoder. Other alumni from the first classes will also be introduced.

Four smaller signs designed for use in the next year are: "This danceband is the most familiar in the history of Bowling Green State University," as signed by Mr. E. S. Brown, editor of the campus newspaper, and "Four dances every night. You've heard the eariest and the latest," as signed by the editors of the university's literary magazine.

The program for the main celebration will be announced by Prof. G. W. Beattie, general secretary. "Bowling Green State University," it is said, "is the only university that can afford to celebrate its birthday only a year after its anniversary, it being necessary to celebrate the birthday only a year after its anniversary, it being necessary to celebrate the birthday only a year after its anniversary, because that is the only year in which there are no other anniversaries to celebrate."
A WISE STEP

One of the most striking transitions through which a college man passes in his undergraduate career is the change from the bare, sprawling high school to a well-developed and polished college campus. The change is so complete that the college student is surprised to find himself settled in a real position in the world today.

A THAT IN YOUR WARDROBE

The Ohio State student in the years when all the boys were wearing the same blue uniform has grown up to the year when his campus mates are 'dressed up' or 'dressed to kill.' Along with the swing of collegians from bare gymnasiums to well-maintained halls is the changeover towards more and more varied wardrobes. It is their opinion that a hat is more than just a hat and that the common saying, "He who wins the race to the finish line is the winner," is far the focal point of the casual as well as the formal dressing. So it is that our present-day student is interested in what his classmates are wearing and is accordingly studying his own personal wardrobe. It is a well-known fact that "love me, love my hat," and that a boy should take care of his clothes and personal appearance and so should the girl. Students are adding "life" studies to their class curriculums in the study of clothes and social graces and are accordingly studying outside of the regular college curriculum.

One significant result of this personal appearance analysis is the growth of the campus dress code. What was once merely the setting of a few boys in the university wardrobe are now turning into as complete and well-planned a dress code in a given college as in a social club or fraternity. It is said that the original dress code was invented by Cornell University, and is now being followed by numerous other clubs and fraternities, as well as in high schools and colleges.

The right hat worn in the right way is what makes men feel that now is the best time of the year.

NOT OUR INTENTION

There have been some students who read our editorial last week on the subject of campus dress codes. They were those who felt we were belittling the fine work of the student dressers in their own eyes and who were substantially disturbed. But it is the wise college man who will not let the mists of yesterday (or even tomorrow) dim his perception. It is the wise student who will not be swayed by the wind of fashion, but will stand firm in the face of the dress code and try to make up his mind about what he should wear and stick to it.

It is the wise girl who will not let the mists of yesterday (or even tomorrow) dim her perception. It is the wise student who will not be swayed by the wind of fashion, but will stand firm in the face of the dress code and try to make up her mind about what she should wear and stick to it.

Harry Mason really got his prime English paper in this issue. He wrote a very fine piece last week. Perhaps his advice should be taken.

There is a definite formality about us now that we are dressed up. We are not as casual as we used to be, and the dress code is taking over. It is a good thing that it is, for it helps to keep us from taking things too seriously. The dress code is a way of life.

This is what we are trying to do: to dress with the times and to keep up with the changes. It is important that we do, for it is a way of life.

Harry Mason really got his prime English paper in this issue. He wrote a very fine piece last week. Perhaps his advice should be taken.
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FALCON SPORTS

INTRAMURAL SPRING SPORTS PROGRAM TO GET UNDERWAY SOON

Shuffleboard, Tennis, Horsehoe To Be

with real spring weather finally
this part of Northwestern
Ohio. Bowling Green State
University will soon launch its Spring
Intramural sport program.

For horseshoes, (baseball and
tennis), singles and doubles, golf, and shuffleboard
matches will be accepted until Friday night at
4 o'clock.

These tournaments must be played
by each match actually played.

Enrollments in the tennis tournament
will reflect registrations on the
schedule as posted.

200 Students See
Varsity Club Film

Six hundred students attended the
Varsity Club Film yesterday.

The high spot of the occasion was
the showing of a film entitled "The Three
Woodsmen," by G. W. Beattie, Prop.,
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Ohio State Dean of Women To Address Campus Hod today at 4 P. M.

Miss Grace S. Zobalca, associate dean of women at Ohio State University, will lecture on "Futurehood of Women" today at 4 p.m. in the auditorium.

The Women's Self-Governing Association is sponsoring the lecture, which is open to all students, faculty and women and by reservation.

Birthday Party Planned For Williams Hotel Co.

In celebration of the 95th birthday of Mr. Williams, the Board of Managers of the hotel is giving a birthday party today in the brackets.

The table will be decorated with spring flowers and will have a center piece of a funeral cake with a cursive "W" written on it.

The girls who will sit at the table are: Mrs. Harry Coughley, Pat Prendergast, Grace McGinnis, Dorothy Love, Mary Parson and Mary Green.

Five Brothers Receive "Rough Initiation"

The Five Brothers Fraternity, now composed of five members, officially received the "rough initiation" for winning the intramural football championship for the third consecutive year this fall. Also, Brother John Miller has returned to campus after a few months in the armed forces.

Brothers Good and Chappell spent Thursday night at the house of Bill Frather and his wife. Other guests were also present.

Languages Held Annual Correctional Supper

A correctional supper was held for Miss Helen Hatt, former student at the foreign language club, at the house of the fraternity on Thursday night.

Dr. Jelks, commander of the repatriation workers, was in the room with the guests.

The evening was spent in the dormitory, and all students were in attendance.

clothing for the Sorority's Spring Formal

The Alumni Relations Office is sponsoring a cocktail reception at the house of Mrs. Robert McNutt today at 4 p.m.

The Reception will be held in the dormitory, and all students are invited.

From Seedling to Seed

By L. M. Smith

The Omen of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, April 21, 1939. The college is a place of learning where ideas are developed and put into practice.

It is a place where students can express themselves and develop their potential. The college is a place where students can learn to think critically and creatively.

The college is a place where students can learn to communicate effectively and work collaboratively.

It is a place where students can learn to be responsible citizens and leaders.

The college is a place where students can learn to be independent thinkers.

It is a place where students can learn to be lifelong learners.

The college is a place where students can learn to be ethical and moral.

The college is a place where students can learn to be leaders in their communities.

The college is a place where students can learn to be leaders in their professions.

The college is a place where students can learn to be leaders in their societies.

The college is a place where students can learn to be leaders in their world.